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I. General

The legal status of the Jews in the Byzantine Empire was determined by the particular nature of that state—a Roman polity undergoing a process of Christianization. Two major forces interacted in its course: the Roman tradition in law, government, and societal self-perception, and the Christian drive to remold that society in accordance with an unequivocal Christian vocation. Christianization consisted, in this context, in the absorption of the Roman legacy by the Christian state, a long and complex process that was never fully completed. An immanent duality marked, therefore, Byzantine legal-political life, not unlike the iconic double-headed Byzantine eagle, though the relative strengths of the two forces, Christianitas and Romanitas, varied in time and circumstance. The legal status of the Byzantine Jews was determined by this process since Judaism inhered in both forces, in the Roman legal tradition and, to an even greater extent, in the Christian
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Weltanschauung—in a world perceived as the historical unfolding of God’s Economy of Salvation. As a sociological phenomenon, that legal status derived from the underlying legitimation of the Jews in the Byzantine Empire, i.e. from the social recognition that their presence conformed to the norms of the Byzantine state in its dual configuration, Roman as well as Christian. And vice versa: their legal status was diminished or entirely abrogated in close correlation with their illegitimation in regard to the same norms.

II. Roman Pagan Foundations

A. General Characteristics

The Roman pagan policy towards the Jews derived from the premise that “Iustitia est constans et perpetua voluntas ius suum cuique tribuens” (“Justice is the constant and perpetual will to render to everyone his right.”) Jews were thus granted the right to maintain their peculiar identity, as individuals and as a national and religious entity. This was hardly unusual, for pagan Rome tended to identify common denominators across cultural differences and practically validate these differences, provided that they fell within the boundaries of the conventionally accepted deviation. Reducing natural heterogeneity to a universal Law of Nature and legal multiformity into the Law of Nations meant, in essence, recognizing natural as well as national-legal multiplicity, in the same way that the reduction of different cults into few prototypical cults and numerous deities into a handful of essentially exchangeable deities validated, in effect, religious peculiarities. Because the practice of Judaism by Jews was generally considered to fall within the boundaries of the accepted deviance it was granted the usual recognition, occasionally attended with hostility, mockery, ignorance, or indifference, but recognition nonetheless. Julian’s publicly declared intention to rebuild the Temple and restore the sacrificial cult in Jerusalem in the context of his grand pagan restoration is a telling example of that acceptance of Judaism into the pagan Big Tent.

Legitimizing the Jewish presence in the Roman state created, all the same, a highly ambiguous and potentially inflammable situation, for the Jews claimed both the right to engage in a broad range of activities
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